
H europass

WORK EXPERIENCE
2UA2AA19 -AUAU2020 - jersey, United Kingdom

Commis chef
Hotel de France

Gained skills with fresh primal material, dealing with a fish
from 0 and more seafocid, cleaning and portioning meat of
all kinds, preparing the food for the daily bbq during the
season, being in charge of the breakfast. Primarily I was in
the dinner restaurant taking care of my section and so on,

A7|A?/2O2A - O9lO7l2O2O - Great Malvern, United
Kingdom

Chef de partie
The Abbey Hotel
Preoarine the food for qrouos and working as a breakfast
che? for ieveral weeks,iaking care of the itock and having
my own section to stock, prepare and send the orders
during the day.

$|A8/2O2A - fil01l2027 - Bucharest, Romania

Department store manager
Gre Bakery
Takine care of the store, trainine the new emplovees,
takin{care of the stock and proluction, closihg and
opening the store

14|AU2A21 - 1510312021 - Bucharest, Romania

Chef de partie
Taverna Raciilor

17 t[gn[zl - 3At12t2A21 -Bucharest, Roma nia

Barman
Mazzaj Cafe

Talking care of the customers, being a barman and a
waiteiwhen needed, head wiiter a-nd manager when
needed. Taking care of the stock, ordering the orders
received via takeaway tablets/in restaurant.

07lOZt2022 - CURRENT - Bucharest, Romania

customer service
CGS Romania
Customer service on Verizon Project

112 \

)

€



H europass

DUCATION AND TRAINING
15l0gn015 - 1110612018 - goseaua Vitan-B6rze;ti 11,
Bucharest, Romania

Specialist in Tourism and Entrepreneurism Lv.
4
Mircea Vulcanescu Highschool
http://wurw.vu lca nescu. rol

LANGUAGE SKILLS

E

MOTHER TONGUE(S):

OTHER LANGUAGE(S):

English

Listening Reading
82 82

Romanian

Spoken Spoken
production interaction

82 82

Writing
82

DIGITAL SKILLS
Microsoft Word . Outlook Microsoft Office

I am o hord-working person, high positive ener&t and ambitious
personality, olways in searching for learning something new and if by
any chance I can go international, I willtake it.

Vlad-Sebastian
Hasegan
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